
 

Study reveals the mechanism that helps
malaria parasites take over human red blood
cells
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UCLA researchers created 3D models that gave them the first-ever atomic-level
view of the entire shape of a protein complex called PTEX. Credit: Chi-Min Ho
and Dan Weisman/UCLA
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Researchers from UCLA and Washington University in St. Louis have
discovered the previously unknown mechanism of how proteins from
Plasmodium parasites—which cause malaria—are exported into human
red blood cells, a process that is vital for parasites to survive in humans.
The finding could pave the way for new treatments for malaria.

In the study, published today in Nature, researchers reveal the atomic
structure of the Plasmodium translocon of exported proteins, or PTEX,
the protein complex that transports these malaria proteins into the red
blood cell. The research also provides the first direct evidence of the
proteins moving through PTEX.

"For many years, scientists hypothesized that PTEX was responsible for
transporting these malaria proteins," said Z. Hong Zhou, a professor of
microbiology, immunology and molecular genetics and director of the
Electron Imaging Center for Nanomachines at the California
NanoSystems Institute at UCLA, who led the study. "We just never
knew how it worked, until now."

Malaria is an infectious disease transmitted to people through the bites
of infected mosquitos. It affects more than 200 million people annually,
causing nearly a half-million deaths each year.

When a human is bitten, Plasmodium parasites invade human red blood
cells and take a part of the red blood cell membrane to build a protective
compartment, or vacuole, around itself.

"Normal red blood cells are too simple to provide enough nutrients to
support the actively growing parasites," said Chi-Min Ho, a UCLA
graduate student and first author of the study. "Each parasite is
essentially living in an empty warehouse and has to produce hundreds of
malaria 'effector' proteins to remodel the red blood cell into a home."
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PTEX acts as a gatekeeper; without it, effector proteins become trapped
in the vacuole. Ho and her colleagues wanted to learn exactly how PTEX
is involved in transporting the proteins out into the red blood cell.

To find out, the Washington University researchers first grew malarial
parasites in human blood in a laboratory. At UCLA, Ho extracted PTEX
from the parasites, and rapidly froze them at 190 degrees below zero
Celsius. From there, she took images of the PTEX particles using a
method called cryoelectron microscopy, or cryoEM. In the technique,
scientists use an electron microscope to hit the subject—in this case,
PTEX particles—with an electron beam, and capture the resulting 2-D
images with a specialized camera.

Ho then used computer algorithms to combine the 2-D images into high-
resolution 3-D models, giving the team the first-ever view of the entire
shape of PTEX at an atomic level. They discovered that PTEX is made
up of three proteins that act like a molecular machine.

"The first PTEX protein is the engine that powers transport; it unfolds
the parasite proteins and threads them through the remaining two PTEX
proteins," said Pascal Egea, a research scientist at the David Geffen
School of Medicine at UCLA who co-led the study. "The middle protein
is like an adapter that connects the engine to the last protein, which is
shaped like a funnel, allowing passage to the red blood cell."

In looking closely at the 3-D models, the team made an even more
exciting discovery.

"When we harvested the parasites, they were right at the point of their
lifecycle where they were actively transporting the effector proteins out
into the red blood cell," Ho said. "We were delighted to find unfolded
proteins trapped inside PTEX. This provided us with direct proof that
PTEX is directly responsible for exporting effector proteins."
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With the ongoing race against the rise of drug-resistant malaria parasites,
the scientists hope that their findings could help drive the development
of urgently needed new drugs that target PTEX and prevent it from
functioning properly.

For Zhou, finding new treatments for malaria is a very personal mission.

"My mom almost died of malaria when I was a child," he said. "It's very
gratifying that our research could lead to new lifesaving treatments for 
malaria."

  More information: Chi-Min Ho et al. Malaria parasite translocon
structure and mechanism of effector export, Nature (2018). DOI:
10.1038/s41586-018-0469-4
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